In this paper we present and study a new class of functions as a new generalization of contra continuity. Furthermore we obtain some of their basic properties and relationship with R*-regular graphs.
I. Introduction
In 1996,Dontchev [5] introduced the notion of contra continuity. Several new generalizations to this class were added by Dontchev and Noiri [6] as contra-continuous functions and S-closed spaces, contra semi continuous,contra  -precontinuous functions etc. C.W.Baker [2] introduced and investigated the notion of contra  continuity, Jafari and Noiri [11] studied the contra precontinuous and contra  continuous functions.
Almost contra pre continuous function was introduced by Ekici [7] .In this direction we will introduce the concept of almost contra R*-continuous functions. We include the properties of contra R*-continuous functions and the R*-regular graphs. 4. a generalized regular closed (briefly gr-closed) [14] if rcl (A)  U whenever A  U and U is open in X. 5. a regular generalized weak closed set (briefly rgw-closed) [19] if cl(int(A))  U whenever A  U and U is regular semi open in X. The complements of the above mentioned closed sets are their respectively open sets.
II. Preliminaries
Definition:2.5 [12] A subset A of a space (X, ) is called R*-closed if rcl(A)  U whenever A  U and U is regular semiopen in (X, ). We denote the set of all R*-closed sets in (X, ) by R*C(X). 
Definition

III.
Contra R*-continuous functions 
f X Y  as the identity mapping. Here the function f is contra rg-continuous, contra gprcontinuous and contra rwg-continuous but not contra R*-continuous since 
continuous but not contra R*-continuous.
Remark:3.9
Contra continuous and contra R*-continuous are independent concepts.
Example:3.10
Let X=Y={a,b,c}
Define f: X→Y as the identity mapping .Here f is contra R*-continuous but not contra continuous since 
is not R*-closed and hence is not contra R*-continuous but contra continuous.
Theorem3.12:
Every RC continuous function is contra R*-continuous but not conversely. Proof : Straight forward.
Here f is contra R*-continuous but not RC-continuous. Remark 3.14:
The composition of two contra R*-continuous functions need not be contra R*-continuous as seen in the following example. 
Lemma 3.25:
The graph G(f) of a function f: X→Y is said to be contra R*-closed if for each (x,y)
Proof: The proof is a direct consequence of definition 3.24 and lemma.3.23
IV.
Almost contra R*-continuous function (1) If f is almost contra R*-continuous and k is an R-map, then kf is almost contra R*-continuous.
(2) If f is almost contra R*-continuous and k is perfectly continuous, then kf is R*-continuous and contra R*-continuous. are disjoint R*-closed sets in X.This is contrary to the fact that X is R*-ultra connected .Therefore Y is hyperconnected.
V. R*-Regular graphs
